POUFFONDS
(POUFFONDS ST GÉNARD)
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Dame de Dey were shared and made up the border between the
Mauzé-sur-le-Mignon became a reality.

close by. The name of the village appears in several documents
th
century.

to the restaurants of Paris.

th

bishop of Limoges.
The original parts of the church probably date from the 12th
century. Entrance to the church is through the stone ballet
century.
The furnishings date from the end of the 19th and beginning
of the 20th
older. The six polychromic statues in moulded plaster are of

with its 12 km of streams, invites you for long walks over the
plains. The visit of the Romanesque church of Notre-Dame de

th

The statues are of Saint Antoine of Padoua, Saint Radegonde,
Lourdes and Saint Joseph as a child. The stained glass
window by the Guérithault brothers dates from 1870 and
shows the Bishop Maclou.

th

century

walls.
The wash-houses.
The alkaline peat bogs of Prin.
the Deux-Sèvres (thornless honeylocust, common yew,
Provencal hackberry at Notre-Dame de Dey and two plane
trees at the logis de Grange - private).

PRIAIRES

P

southern part of the village by a bridge, the church of Notre-

PRIN DEYRANÇON

de Compostela. It has been renovated by a group of young

riairies is a small commune with just over 100 inhabitants
who are known as the Priairais and Priairaises. Situated
close to Mauzé-sur-le-Mignon, Priaires is part of the Niort

I

n 1402, Dey-Rançon was the largest commune of the

form Deyrançon with over 1000 inhabitants. But throughout the
19th century, there was a strong rivalry between the inhabitants of
the peat marshes and the wine growing plains. It was impossible
the commune in 1856. In order to put an end to the quarelling,
the Prinois demanded the building of a school and townhall at

walls and towers with arrow slits. This is probably because it used

the 17th century.
licking his feet, lions’ paws on the prophet’s head and the woman
completed by a small stoup for holy water), tomb stones of the
family of the lords of Prin Deyrançon, a large wooden cross, and
a stone memorial for those members of the communes of PrinRemains of the hamlet, that has now disappeared, can be seen in
the park (town hall, school and farm buildings).

